
What’s a  What’s a  
playground library?playground library?

Meet Jacob.Meet Jacob.
One afternoon, Jacob and I were talking One afternoon, Jacob and I were talking 
about what we might want to add to the about what we might want to add to the 
playground.  As you might imagine, it’s playground.  As you might imagine, it’s 
a little tricky to find the right balance a little tricky to find the right balance 
when you have children as young as two when you have children as young as two 
and children as old as five share the same and children as old as five share the same 
space. We have to design a playground space. We have to design a playground 
with elements that are accessible and fun for a variety of ages!with elements that are accessible and fun for a variety of ages!

Earlier that week, one of our younger students brought a board Earlier that week, one of our younger students brought a board 
book out to the playground. What started as me sitting in a small book out to the playground. What started as me sitting in a small 
playhouse reading a book with one friend turned into as many of playhouse reading a book with one friend turned into as many of 
us crammed into the space as possible.  Having remembered this, us crammed into the space as possible.  Having remembered this, 
Jacob had the amazing idea to create an intentional space that Jacob had the amazing idea to create an intentional space that 
would encourage our students to read books while outside (the best would encourage our students to read books while outside (the best 
of both worlds, in my opinion)! of both worlds, in my opinion)! 

Thus, the idea for our playground library was born. We have the Thus, the idea for our playground library was born. We have the 
books, but we don’t yet have the perfect playhouse structure and books, but we don’t yet have the perfect playhouse structure and 
funds to buy the materials to build another Little Library on the funds to buy the materials to build another Little Library on the 
BEECC playground. Thank you for helping us turn Jacob’s lightbulb BEECC playground. Thank you for helping us turn Jacob’s lightbulb 
moment into reality!moment into reality!

       - Jocelyn Dorfman, BEECC Director       - Jocelyn Dorfman, BEECC Director


